
Hosting a Canterbury SuperChamps District Eliminations Competition 
 

Questions & Answers 
 
 

1. How many days is the tournament expected to last? 
Depends on number of entries. Allow approximately 3 hours court time/team. In the 
past, teams have had a first game on the Friday night, followed by play on Saturday 
and if needs be games Sunday morning. 
 

2. Is the date set in stone? No, you can play a competition on any weekend prior to the 
scheduled date  
 

3. Does squash Canterbury seed the entered teams & ensure eligibility, or is the 
hosting club expected to do this? Once all the teams have entered Squash 
Canterbury would work with the host Club to ensure all players are eligible.  
 

4. Does Squash Canterbury organise draws/ directors/ alternate venues (if needed) or 
is this the host club responsibility? This would be the host club’s responsibility. 
Example draws are available   
 

5. Who enters the results? The host club  
 

6. Is this fee to be paid to Squash Canterbury or host club from each team? The host 
club will collect the entrance fees and them Squash Canterbury will invoice the host 
club for the $50/team. Squash Canterbury would then liaise with the team that won 
their grade and is going to the nationals to pay for their national entrance fees etc... 
 

7. Is the host club allowed to set a fee which includes Squash Canterbury’s fee? Yes, 
this is fine as long as the money goes to towards the tournament, such as providing 
dinner etc.  
 

8. Who markets/ promotes the tournament – Squash Canterbury will pull together a 
poster promoting all the tournaments and push it out through the Squash Canterbury 
communication & media channels. Squash Canterbury would be happy for the host 
club to also produce a poster for their individual tournament and promote it. 
 

9. Can a club host two grades during the same weekend? yes 
 

 


